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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS 

 
 

  

ADB - Asian Development Bank 

AP - Affected people 

BOD - Biological Oxygen Demand 

CCW - Chief of Construction Work 

CEMP - Construction Environmental Management Plan 

COD - Chemical Oxygen Demand 

CPC - Commune People’s Committee 

CPMU 

CSC 

- 

- 

Central Project Management Unit 

Construction Supervision Consultant 

DARD - Department of Agriculture and Rural Development 

DO - Dissolved Oxygen 

DONRE - Department of Natural Resources and Environment 

DPC - District People’s Committee 

EIA - Environmental Impact Assessment Report  

EMP - Environmental Management Plan  

EO - Environmental Officer 

EPP - Environmental Protection Plan 

ES - Environmental Specialist 

GMS - Greater Mekong Sub-region 

IEE - Initial Environmental Examination  

MCST - Ministry of Culture, Sport and Tourism 

MONRE - Ministry of Natural Resources and Environment 

PMDC - Project Management and Design Consultant 

PPC - Provincial People’s Committee 

PIU - Provincial Implementation Unit 

SPS - Safeguard Policy Statement 

TIIG - Greater Mekong Sub-region Tourism Infrastructure for Inclusive 
Growth 

TOC - Total Organic Carbon 

TSP - Total Suspended Particles 

TSS - Total Suspended Solids 



 

 

CURRENCY EQUIVALENTS 
(As of June 2020) 

 
 

Currency Unit – VND 
$1.00 = 23.170 

 
 

 

 

 
 

WEIGHTS AND MEASURES 

 dB(A) – Decibel (weighted average) 

 ha – hectare 

 kg/d – kilogram per day 

 km – kilometer 

 km2 – square kilometer 

 m – meter 

 m2 – square meter 

 m3 – cubic meter 

 m3/d – cubic meters per day 

 m3/s – cubic meters per second 

 mg/m3 – milligrams per cubic meter 

 mm – millimeter 

 
 

GLOSSARY 

 
 
 
 

NOTE 

(i) In this report, "$" refers to US dollars.  
 
This environmental monitoring report is a document of the borrower. The views expressed 
herein do not necessarily represent those of ADB's Board of Directors, Management, or staff, 
and may be preliminary in nature. Your attention is directed to the “terms of use” section of this 
website. 
 
In preparing any country program or strategy, financing any project, or by making any 
designation of or reference to a particular territory or geographic area in this document, the 
Asian Development Bank does not intend to make any judgments as to the legal or other status 
of any territory or area. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Report Purpose and Rationale 

1. This report describes the environmental quality and compliance status on environmental 
protection in accordance with the Safeguard Policy Statement of the Asian Development 
Bank (ADB SPS June 2009), as well as the Socialist Republic of Vietnam’s National Law 
on Environmental Protection 2014 of Greater Mekong Subregion Tourism Infrastructure for 
Inclusive Growth Project (TIIG – the Project) in the process of project implementation. The 
duration of evaluation is the first half of 2020.  

 
B. Project Summary 

2. The Greater Mekong Sub Region (GMS) Tourism Infrastructure for Inclusive Growth 
Project (the project) is a multi-sector tourism development project that includes Viet Nam, 
Cambodia, and the Lao PDR. The project is comprised of transport-related and 
environmental infrastructure investment subprojects in twelve provinces of the three 
participating countries (Lao, Cambodia and Vietnam). The subproject of Vietnam is 
implemented in Ha Tinh, Lao Cai, Kien Giang, Dien Bien and Tay Ninh Provinces 

3. The objective of the project is to accelerate inclusive tourism growth in the targeted areas 
of the GMS. Inclusive growth is defined by local social and economic growth from tourism 
development that is environmentally sustainable. 

4. TIIG has been categorized as B on environmental impact at the design phase as it has few 
potential significantly adverse impacts and none of them are irreversible. 2/4 outputs of the 
Project (Output 3 and Output 4) are support capacity building and project management. 
They are not addressed by the Project’s Initial Environmental Examination (IEE) at the 
design phase and will not be evaluated under the scope of this report. These other 2 
Outputs are specified as follows: 

 
- Output 1: Last Mile Tourism Access Improvements, consists of an array of small 

infrastructure improvements that will improve access to tourist sites, with objective of 
increasing the number of tourists that visit each site. Examples of subproject activities 
include upgraded access roads, parking lots, improved walkways and paths, 
construction of new and improved tourist information centers and vendor kiosks, rest 
areas for tourists, public toilets, and information boards and signage.  

 
- Output 2: Environmental Services in Cross Border Tourism Destinations Improved, 

includes improvements to solid waste and wastewater management systems, including 
solid waste collection and transfer systems, wastewater treatment facilities, drainage 
improvements, and construction of public toilets. 

 
5. Table 1 below presents the list of proposed subprojects under Output 1 and Output 2 of 

TIIG Project in the area of 4/5 Project provinces: Kien Giang, Lao Cai, Dien Bien and Ha 
Tinh1. 

 
  

 
1 The subproject under Output 2 of Tay Ninh province has been cancelled on 31 July 2018 
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Table 1. The list of projects under Output 1 and 2 
 

Subproject Province Code 

Output 1: Last Mile Tourism Access Infrastructure Improved 

Da Dung Cave Access Improvement Kien Giang TIIG-VIE-W05B 

Lao Cai Cultural Exchange and Tourist Information 
Center 

Lao Cai TIIG-VIE-W07 

Ta Phin-Ban Khoang Access Road Improvement Lao Cai TIIG-VIE-W02 

Muong Phang Access Road Improvement Dien Bien TIIG-VIE-W01 

Dien Bien Phu Cultural Exchange and Tourist Information 
Center 

Dien Bien TIIG-VIE-W06 

Output 2: Environmental Services in Cross Border Tourism Destinations Improved 

Phu Tu Environmental Improvement Kien Giang TIIG-VIE-W05A 

Nguyen Du Tourism Zone Environmental Improvement  Ha Tinh TIIG-VIE-W08 

Huong Tich Environmental Improvement Ha Tinh TIIG-VIE-W03 
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II. PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PROGRESS 

6. At the end of June 20202, the detail implementation progress of the subprojects under 
Output 1 and 2 are listed in the below Table: 

 
Table 2. Subproject implementation status up to June 2020 

SUBPROJECT IMPLEMENTATION PROGRES OF TIIG PROJECT – 31/05/2020 

  BD  DD uEMP uRP 

BiD 

Docs Contract CP% 

1 

DIEN BIEN 

ROAD A A A A A A 82.8 

       

(NOV 

18)  

2 LAO CAI ROAD A A A A A A 54 

       (DEC 17)  

3 

HUONG TICH 

PAGODA A A A A A A 100 

       

(AUG 

18)  

5

A 

PHU TU 

TOURISM 

ZONE A A A APR A A 57.47 

       (JUN 19)  

5

B 

DA DUNG 

CAVES A A A A A A 90 

       

(MAR 

19)  

6 DIEN BIEN TIC A A A A A A 71.7 

       

(MAY 

19)   

7 LAO CAI TIC A A A A A A 100 

       (DEC 18)  

8 

NGUYEN DU 

MEMORIAL A A A A A  A 100 

       

(NOV 

18) 

 

Note: A: approved, PPC: awaiting PPC approval, BD: basic design, DD: detailed design, uEMP: 
updated EMPs, uRP: updated RPs, CP: actual construction progress 
 
7. At the end of June 2020; 3/8 civil work packages have finished construction works and 5 

others are under construction with different progress. Detail information of these 
subprojects (civil work packages) are illustrated in Table 3 below: 

 
 

 
  

 
2 Due to the spread of Covid19, several workers were under quarantine period/social distancing causing the delay in 

almost all activities in April and May 2020 
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3 In case the Project could be extended for one more year 

Table 3. Construction activities in the monitoring period and plan for the next quarter 

Code Province 
Construction 

contractor 
Duration of 

contract 
Scope of work First half of 2020 Planned Q3 20203 

TIIG-VIE-
W01 

Dien 
Bien 

Joint venture 
between Huy 

Hoang Investment 
Construction 

&Trade JSC and 
Anh Tuyet Design 
Consultancy and 
Construction Co. 

Ltd. 

18 months 
Started at 

20 Dec 
2018 

Upgrade 19km road to Muong 
Phang national historic tourism 
site, stop over along the road 
with viewing point, shop kiosk, 
car park and other public 
services that serve both tourism 
industry and improve access to 
market of about 8,000 people 
who live along the road  

Waiting for final approval of new 
route alignment. 

Continue complete the 
construction work from 
Km8 – Km10 and received 
the approval for the other 
sections 

TIIG-VIE-
W02 

Lao Cai Joint venture 
between Anh 

Nguyen Co. Ltd., 
and Song Da 

transport 
construction one-
member Co. Ltd.  

15 months 
Started at 
25 May 
2018 

Upgrade 15km road that 
connect two remote hamlets and 
Sapa town to improve chance to 
access market and public 
services of 7,500 people and 
promote the development of 
local tourism. 

The subproject divided into two 
separate sections:  
- Section 1: Up to the end of 
March 2020, the construction 
progress is not much different 
from the end of 2019. The 
construction of road foundation 
and Sa Pa Bridge 1 and 2 have 
been completed. 
- Section 2: The civil work for 
this section has started in the 
end of March 2019 and road 
foundation construction has 
started from Quarter IV of 2019 

Continue construct the 
road surface in section 1 
and road foundation in 
Section 2. 

TIIG-VIE-
W03 

Ha Tinh Thanh Sen joint 
venture, includes 

Khanh Mon 
construction Co. 
Ltd., Hoa Hiep 

Co. Ltd., and An 
Bao Build and 

Trade Jsc.  

18 months 
Started at 
25 August 

2018 

Construct (i) drainage system, 
public toilets and a wastewater 
treatment station with capacity 
of 1,000 m3/ day; (ii) expand the 
public waiting room and 
pathways, electric, domestic 
water supplies; (iii) upgrade 5 
km road to the tourism site; (iv) 
construct a tourism information 
center, car park, shopping kiosk 
to support the development of 

Cleaning the construction area. 
Completed at the end of March 
2020 
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local tourism and landscape 
conservation of Huong Tich 
mountain – one of the 7 
mountains of famous Ngan 
Hong Range 

TIIG-VIE-
W04 

Dien 
Bien 

Hoang Viet 
Construction and 
Trade Joint Stock 

Company 

8 months 
started at 
December 

2019 

Construct a Tourism information 
center to provide information of 
Dien Bien Phu tourism as well 
as promote the tourism in Dien 
Bien province. 

Construct the main building of 
the center 

Continue construct main 
construction works 

TIIG-VIE-
W05A 

Kien 
Giang 

Truong Phat Co. 
Ltd., 

10 months 
started at 
July 2019 

Construct the Tourist information 
center; Embankment and 

construct the access road No.7; 
upgrade the auxiliary facilities 

like toilet, drainage and 
electricity system 

Construct the public toilets, 
viewing points, pier. 

 
Continue construct the 

pier. Finalize the 
construction of viewing 

points, pier 

TIIG-VIE-
W05B 

Kien 
Giang 

Joint venture, 
between Truong 
Phat Co. Ltd., and 
Dat Viet 
Mechanical and 
Construction JSC.  

10 months 
started at 

March 
2019 

Upgrade the access roads, 
stairways to the cave system; 

construct the kiosk system and a 
car park; upgrade the auxiliary 

facilities like drainage and 
electricity system 

 
Completed the tourist 

information center, car park and 
kiosk system. Install the 

lightning system for the caves. 

Cleaning work for tourist 
center, car park and kiosk 
system. Finalize the 
access road and resolve 
the land acquisition of 
military area. 

TIIG-VIE-
W08 

Ha Tinh Anh Dao - Vinh 
Hung joint 
venture, between 

Anh Dao 
construct JSC., 
and Vinh Hung 
Trade, 
Consultancy and 
Construction JSC.  

12 months 
Started at 
11 August 

2018 

Upgrade the drainage system, 
domestic water supply 

reservation area, solid waste 
management system; and 

construct a square with car park, 
public toilet and other sanitary 

facilities; construct other 
exhibition items of the Nguyen 

Du Poet 

 
Completed at the end of 

December 2019 

 
 

TIIG-VIE-
W07 

Lao Cai Lao Cai 
construction JSC 

450 days 
Started at 

26 
December 

2018 

Construct a Culture exchange 
and tourism information center 

to provide information of Lao Cai 
tourism as well as promote the 

tourism in Lao Cai province. 

Completed the construction 
work. Clean the construction 

sites. Completed at the end of 
April 2020 

 

 



   

III. INSTITUTIONAL SETUP AND RESPONSIBILITIES FOR EMP 
IMPLEMENTATION AND SUPERVISION 

A. Institutional responsibilities for environmental management 

 

 

 

 

 

                                           

 

 

                   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure III-1. The illustration of the Project Environment Management Organization 
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8. The Ministry of Culture Sport and Tourism (MCST) is the executing agency (EA) for the 
project, is taken overall responsibility for the successful implementation of the EMP. A 
Ha Noi-based Project Coordination Unit (PCU) was established within the Department of 
Planning and Finance, which, inter alia, provide a PCU Safeguards Officer (PCU-SO) to 
coordinate EMPs in all project provinces. The PCU-SO provide operational guidance to 
the PIUs for implementation of the EMP, and liaise with the ADB on the submission of 
consolidated environmental safeguards reports.  

9. The provincial Department of Culture Sport and Tourism (DCST) of the Project provinces 
have established project implementation unit (PIUs), to oversee day to day 
implementation of the project, including EMP implementation and reporting to the PCU 
and provincial authorities. The PIUs consist of staffs with expertise in infrastructure and 
tourism development. The PIU Directors have appointed PIU Safeguards Officers (PIU-
SOs) who responsible to supervise implementation of the EMPs. The PIU-SOs also 
oversee implementation of the Contractor Environmental Management Plans (CEMP)4 
for the construction packages.  Expertise from the Department of Transportation 
/Department of Construction will be cross appointed to the PIU when necessary. 

10. The civil works contractor’s Chief of Construction (CCW) be responsible for all 
construction activities at the construction sites, including compliance with the EMP. The 
CCW assigns an Environmental Officer (EO) to ensure the contractor’s responsibilities 
for the EMP are met, to be monitored by the Construction Supervision Consultant (CSC). 

11. External support to the PIU for EMP updating, capacity building, and monitoring be 
provided by the International and National Environment Specialists (ES) of the Project 
Management and Design Consultant firm (PMDC).5  The PMDC have a provisional sum 
to engage a subcontractor to conduct field sampling and laboratory analyses of field 
samples (e.g., water quality, air quality) as required.  

12. The responsibilities of the different agencies involved in the management framework 
outlined in Figure 1 as well as the compliance status for the monitoring period are listed 
in Table 4. 

  

 
4  Contractor Environmental Management Plan prepared by contractor as part of bid documents based on updated 

EMP  
5  PMDC based in PCU. 
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Table 4. Indicative responsibilities of key management units of EMP and the compliance 
status in the monitoring period 

EMP 
implementation 
organizations 

Roles and Responsibilities 

 

Current Implementation 
status 

Complian
ce status  

 

 

Project 
Coordination 
Unit (PCU) 

 

 Consultant recruitment and 
supervision 

 Coordination of all reporting 
aspects of the project 

 Ensuring compliance with ADB 
Loan covenants, assurances 
and safeguard requirements, as 
well as with national and 
provincial policies and 
regulations 

 Provide coordination for 
safeguards and monitoring for 
PIU  

 

Environmental 
Specialist (ES) of the 
PMDC recruited and 
continue implement 
external environmental 
monitoring; 

Coordinated with PIUs 
to implement the fifth 
independent 
environmental 
monitoring trips and 
other periodically 
monitoring. 

 
 
Being 
complied  
 
 
 
 

 

Being 
complied  

 

 

 

Project 
Implementation 
Units (PIU) 
inside DCST   

 

 Ensuring compliance with loan 
covenants and assurances in 
respect of all sub projects, 
including updating of EMPs,  

 Oversee implementation of 
EMP by contractor appointed 
EO, and EMC 

 Prepare quarterly reports on 
EMP implementation for PCU  

 Coordinate with PMDC to 
design and deliver capacity 
development & training.  

 Coordinate the process of 
establishing appropriate cost-
recovery mechanisms  

 Quarterly progress and 
monitoring-and-evaluation 
reporting to the PCU 

 
EMP implementation staffs 
assigned and continue 
implement the work;  
 
Civil work contracts bidding 
with Environmental 
safeguard condition 
prepared.  
 
All EMPs reviewed and 
updated. 
 
All CEMPs have been 
prepared and implemented 
for under construction 
subprojects 

 
 
Being 
complied  
 
 
 
Being 
complied 
 
Being 
complied 

 

Detailed Design 
& Supervision 
Consultant 
(PMDC) 

 

 Update EMP to meet final 
detailed designs of subprojects 

 Supervises and assists PIU 
with contractor management 

 Provides technical advice and 
support when needed to PIU 
and EMC 

 Designs and oversees delivery 
of all training and capacity 
development of PIU for 

 

 

All EMPs updated and 
approved by ADB.  

 

 

 

Continue to cooperative 
with EMC, PIU in uEMP 
and support information 

Complied 

 

 

 

 

Being 
complied 
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EMP 
implementation 
organizations 

Roles and Responsibilities 

 

Current Implementation 
status 

Complian
ce status  

 

construction and operation of 
completed subprojects 
including EMP.  

 Provides advisory role for 
implementation of EMP by PIU 
and EMC 

and technical advice  

 

 

Environmental 
Monitoring 
Consultant 
(EMC) 
(including 
laboratory 
consultants) 

 

 Implements environmental 
sampling for EMP  

 Conducts laboratory analyses 
of environmental quality 
samples from field sampling 

 Oversee design and delivery of 
capacity development and 
training of PIU-SO and EO of 
contractor(s);  

 Prepares periodic monitoring 
reports for PIU 

 

Environmental monitoring 
trip for the first half of 2020 
has been implemented6. 
Samples analyzed and 
evaluated. 

 

 

Draft Environmental 
Monitoring Report for the 
first half of 2020 is 
submitted to PCU 

Being 
complied  

 

 

Construction 
Supervision         
Consultant 
(CSC) 

 

 Oversees implementation of 
CEMP with assistance from 
CCW-appointed EO 

Monthly Reports including 
Environmental Monitoring 
part submitted to 4 PIUs 
with works under 
construction except the 
completed W08 – Nguyen 
Du Memorial Environment 
Improvement  

Being 
complied  

 

 

Environmental 
Officer (EO) 
appointed by 
CCW of 
Contractor 

 

 Implements the CEMP for the 
construction phase 

 Maintains a daily log of 
environmental issues at the 
construction sites 

 Prepares brief monthly 
summaries of mitigation 
activities and environmental 
issues at constructions site to 
PIU. 

Daily monitored at the 
sites and weekly 
summaries of mitigation 
activities and 
environmental issues at 
constructions site and 
submitted to CSC 

Being 
complied  

 

ADB  

 Review all documents that 
require ADB approval 

 Review of monitoring reports on 
EMP implementation to ensure 
EMP meets SPS (2009) 

 Ensuring compliance of all loan 
covenants, including 
environmental safeguard 
requirements 

ADB approved all the 
uEMPs of subprojects 

 

Reviewed and approved 
environmental monitoring 
reports  

Complied 

 

 

Being 
complied  

 

 
6 Except for Lao Cai TIC which monitoring work has been completed in December 2019. 
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EMP 
implementation 
organizations 

Roles and Responsibilities 

 

Current Implementation 
status 

Complian
ce status  

 

 Regularly updates project 
information disclosure on the 
ADB website 

 
Table 5. Staff resources for EMP implementation 

No. Name Responsibility 

PCU 

1 Tran Huy Thong Head of Technical & Procurement Department – 

Responsible for environment and safety issues 

Dien Bien Province 

2 Poong Quoc Huy Staff of PIU Dien Bien in charge of environmental 

safeguards for TIIG-VIE-W01 

3 Nguyen Manh Tuyen Staff of PIU Dien Bien in charge of environmental 

safeguards for TIIG-VIE-W06 

Lao Cai Province 

4 Pham Thi Hoa Staff of PIU Lao Cai in charge of environmental 

safeguards  

Ha Tinh Province 

5 Nguyen Duc Nghia Staff of PIU Ha Tinh in charge of environmental 

safeguards  

Kien Giang Province 

6 Danh Phuoc Trong Staff of PIU Kien Giang in charge of environmental 

safeguards  

 

B. Environmental Reporting System 

Table 6. Project environmental reporting system assessment 

Agency Required reports in 
approved IEE/EMPs 

To 
Whom 

Current status of Reportage 

Construction 
contractors 

Weekly/Monthly monitoring 
report 

Self-monitoring of 
environmental effects of 
construction work in terms of 
environmental performance 
monitoring requirements 
identified in EMP. Undertaken 
on an ongoing basis 
throughout construction 
works with regular monitoring 
frequencies.  

CSC Being complied 
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Construction 
Environmental Management 
Plan (CEMP) 

Join monitoring the 
implementation of mitigation 
measures in comply with the 
CEMP  

PIUs Being complied 

Construction 
Supervision 
Consultant 

Monthly monitoring report 

Supervise implementation of 
uEMPs approved by PIU and 
prepare monthly Report 
including Environmental 
Monitoring to submit to PIU 

 

PMDC
PIUs 

Being complied 

PDMC Quarterly7, semi-annual and 
annual environmental 
monitoring reports 

Implement independent 
monitoring trip every quarter 
and prepare periodically 
monitoring report on 
environmental quality and 
compliance. 

PCU Partly complied 

Environmental monitoring report for 
the first quarter of 2020 was not 
implemented as the outbreak of 
Covid-19 disease. 

EMCs Quarterly environmental 
quality monitoring report8 

Sampling, monitoring 
environmental quality in a 
quarterly basis and submit to 
PCU 

PCU Partly complied 

Environmental quality monitoring 
report for the first quarter of 2020 was 
not implemented as the outbreak of 
Covid-19 disease. 

 
C. Incorporation of Environmental Requirements into Project Contractual 

Arrangements 

13. The environmental protection regulations have been defined clearly in the contract with 
the construction contractors: 

- The Contractor must apply suitable mitigation measures (as described in the IEE 
and specified in the CEMP of the subproject) in all construction sites to minimize 
impacts to local people's lives and properties from the subproject construction's 
activities. 

- The Contractor must ensure that powered mechanical equipment and vehicle 
emissions to meet national TCVN/QCVN standards. All construction equipment 
and vehicles shall have valid certifications indicating compliance to vehicle 
emission and noise creation standards.  

14. The environmental safeguards provisions in the EMPs have also been included in the 
bid documents and part of the contracts with CSC, PMDC and EMC: 

 
7 Environmental monitoring report for the first quarter of 2020 was not implemented as the outbreak of Covid-19 

disease. 
8 Environmental quality monitoring report for the first quarter of 2020 was not implemented as the outbreak of Covid-

19 disease. 
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- A safety, environmental staff was required in the item of personnel requirements 
for construction contractors and CSC. 

- Environmental management requirements have been added to the section on 
environmental protection regulations of the technical specifications. 

- The IEE and uEMP documents for the subproject were inserted as appendices of 
the bidding documents. 

- Specific mitigation measures equivalent with proposed construction activities 
have been defined in the CEMP of each construction subproject. 
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IV. COMPLIANCE WITH ENVIRONMENT RELATED PROJECT COVENANTS 

 
Table 7. Status of Compliance with ADB Loan Covenants relating to the Environment 

Schedule Description 
Remarks/Issues 

(Status of Compliance) 

Schedule 
4 

Item 6 

Conditions for Award of Contract: The 
Borrower shall not award any Works contract 
which involves environmental impacts until the 
Project Executing Agency has: 

(a) obtained the final approval of the IEE, EMP 
from the appropriate authority and ADB; 

(b) incorporated the relevant provisions from 
the EMP into the Works contract 

Complied with 

(a) the IEE and EMPs of the 8 
civil works have been updated 
and approved by ADB. 

(b) Relevant provisions from the 
EMP has been incorporated into 
the Works contract. CEMPs of all 
subprojects were also prepared 
by the construction contractors 
and agreed by relevant PIUs and 
put in the annex of the 
construction contract. 

 

Schedule 
5 

Item 4 

Environment 

The Borrower shall ensure that the 
preparation, design, construction, 
implementation, operation and 
decommissioning of the Project comply with 
(a) all applicable laws and regulations of the 
Borrower relating to environment, health and 
safety; (b) ADB’s Safeguard Policy Statement 
2009 (SPS); and (c) all measures and 
requirements set forth in the IEE, the EMP, 
and any corrective or preventative actions set 
forth in a Safeguards Monitoring Report. The 
Borrower shall further ensure that the 
foregoing is applied and implemented for all 
parts of the Project, regardless of the financing 
source. If there is any discrepancy between 
the SPS and the Borrower’s laws and 
regulations, the SPS shall prevail. 

Partly Complied with 

(a) In accordance to LEP 2014, 
Environmental Impact 
Assessment (EIA) report has 
been prepared for 4 
subprojects of Ha Tinh and 
Kien Giang (TIIG-VIE-03; 
TIIG-VIE-08; TIIG-VIE-05A; 
and TIIG-VIE-05B) as 
subproject will be 
implemented at the site of 
national historical /natural 
heritages. The EIA reports for 
2 subprojects in Kien Giang 
province have been approved 
by Kien Giang DONRE. In 
case of 2 subprojects in Ha 
Tinh province, MONRE has 
approved the EIA reports in 
the end of 2017. 4 subprojects 
in Lao Cai and Dien Bien 
provinces are subjected to 
prepare Environmental 
Protection Plan (EPP). 4 
EPPs have been prepared 
and approved by Lao Cai and 
Dien Bien DONREs before 
the construction start. 

(b) IEE of the Project and 
EMPs/uEMPs for all 
subprojects have been 
prepared in accordance with 
ADB SPS 2009. Most of the 
measures and requirements 
set forth in the EMPs and 
CEMPs are applied and 
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Schedule Description 
Remarks/Issues 

(Status of Compliance) 

implemented. Some 
requirements were not be 
implemented like site has not 
been cleaned and tidy up (see 
Figure VI-6; VI-7)  

(c) CSC of all under construction 
subprojects are daily monitor 
the contractor’s compliance 
with uEMP and report to PIUs. 
The Consultants of PDMC 
implement environmental 
monitoring, including quality 
and compliance monitoring, 
on quarterly basis and submit 
report to PCU. SEMR of the 
first quarter of 2019 has not 
been implemented due to 
Covid19 virus outbreak.  

Schedule 
5 

  Item 8 

The Borrower shall make available necessary 
budgetary and human resources to fully 
implement the EMPs. MCST shall cause 
contractors to (a) comply with measures in the 
IEEs, the EMPs; (b) make available budgets 
for environmental mitigation measures; and (c) 
provide MCST with written notice of any 
unanticipated impacts arising during the 
contract period. MCST shall submit to ADB 
semiannual Safeguards Monitoring Reports, 
including occurrence of any unanticipated 
events, corrective actions undertaken, and any 
actual or potential breach of compliance with 
the measures and requirements set forth in the 
EMPs. 

Being Complied with 

a) potential impacts and mitigation 
measures are integrated in 
bidding documents and contracts 
of all construction contractor; day-
to-day compliance monitoring 
have been assigned to CSC and 
defined in their contract b) budget 
for EMP implementation is 
separated from construction 
budget of the contractor.. 

c) environmental monitoring 
report for the second half 2019 
has been submitted and approved 
by ADB. This is the SEMR for the 
first half of 2020 including non-
compliance issues occurring 
during the reporting associated 
with its corrective actions.  

 
V. ASSESSMENT OF PROJECT READINESS 

15. The construction contractors of the 8 civil work packages have cooperated with the PIUs 
to prepare 8 CEMPs for each package. CEMPs were prepared and store at the 
construction site in order to support construction worker implement mitigations measures 
as stated in the CEMP. Based on the CEMP, Construction Supervision Consultant 
(CSC) of each package has developed the environmental monitoring form to monitor 
environmental compliance of the construction work in monthly basis. 

16. During construction phase, the inspection, evaluation and recording of compliance to the 
uEMP/ CEMP as implemented by the contractors were undertaken by the CSC in the 
field with the assistance of the PMDC. The CSC carried out weekly and monthly 
inspections and maintained records of the Contractor’s mitigating measures and 
activities prescribed in the approved uEMP/ CEMP of the Subproject. The 
responsibilities of CSC covered the period to the end of the construction phase including 
certifying of construction materials, equipment and items and final checking and 
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acceptance for handing over for operation. The report base on the environmental 
monitoring form will be submitted to the relevant PIU every month. 

17. Environmental sampling: In order to implement environmental quality monitoring during 
the construction phase of the subproject and quality monitoring for this monitoring 
period, environmental sampling has been continue implemented in June 2020 for all 
under construction subprojects. The monitoring parameters are standard one for 
ambient air quality and surface water quality. The detail sampling locations of the 
subprojects as well as photos at these locations could be found in Appendix 2 and 
Appendix 3.  
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VI. ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING  

A. General responsibilities 

18. CEMP and environmental compliance monitoring form have been prepared for all 
construction subprojects. The Construction Supervision Contractor (CSC) is also be in 
charged for environmental monitoring. CSC reports PIU on monthly basis or whenever 
environmental problems, or situation arises. 

19. Environmental compliance monitoring is implemented by PMDC, CSC, PIU and EMC to 
check if all construction activities implemented by Construction Contractors follow 
CEMP, IEE and measures applied to local areas/local residents during construction. 
Monitoring is done on a daily basis by the CSC through visual inspection and aided by 
the monitoring checklist prepared by the PIU-SO in compliance with EMP 
implementation monitoring. 

20. The scope of work includes taking samples in the field and testing of the collected 
samples for semi-annual environmental monitoring on air quality, noise and surface 
water quality. The test results be sent to PMDC consultant who prepares the semi-
annual monitoring reports for the first six month of 2020. 

B. Schedule of environmental monitoring 

Table 8. Schedule of environmental monitoring for the monitoring period 

Provin
ce/ 
Subpr
oject 

Monitoring 
Date 

Parameters 
Responsibilit

y 

Dien Bien 

TIIG-
VIE-
W01 

- 6th time: 4 
June 2020 

 
Monitoring the compliance with EMP/CEMP for the first 

half of 2020 (6th time)  

 

PMDC 
Consultant 

- 5th time: 1-3 
June 2020 

 

Monitoring environmental air quality and surface water 
quality during construction for the first half of 2020 (5th 
time). 
- 9 locations for air quality and noise: SO2, CO, O2, O3, 
TSP, PM10, PM2.5, Pb, noise, wind, temperature and 
vibration. 
- 8 locations for surface water quality: pH, BOD5, COD, 
DO, TSS, NH4

+, O2, O3, PO4
- 3, As, Cd, Pb, Cu, Zn, Mg, 

Hg, Fe, DDTS, Total Phenol, total Oil & grease, TOC, 
Coliform and E.Coli. 
For QI/2020, monitoring has not been implemented due to 
the outbreak of Covid19 virus 

 

EMC: Institute 
of 
Transportation 
and 
Technology 

TIIG-
VIE-
W06 

- 6th time: 3 
June 2020 

 

 

Monitoring the compliance with EMP/CEMP for the first 
half of 2020 (6th time) 

 

PMDC 
Consultant 

- 5th time: 1-3 
June 2020 

 

Monitoring environmental air quality quality during 
construction for the first half of 2020 (5th time). 

- 2 locations for air quality and noise: SO2, CO, O2, O3, 
TSP, PM10, PM2,5, Pb, noise, wind, temperature and 
vibration. 

EMC: Institute 
of 
Transportation 
and 
Technology 
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Provin
ce/ 
Subpr
oject 

Monitoring 
Date 

Parameters 
Responsibilit

y 

For QI/2020, monitoring has not been implemented due 
to the outbreak of Covid19 virus. 

Lao Cai 

TIIG-
VIE-
W07 

- 6th time: 8 
June 2020 

 

Final compliance monitoring with EMP/CEMP as the 
construction has been completed in April 2020 

 

PMDC 
Consultant 

 No environmental quality monitoring as the construction 
work has been completed 

 

 

 

TIIG-
VIE-
W02 

- 6th time: 9 
June 2020 

Monitoring the compliance with EMP/CEMP for the first 
half of 2020 (6th time) 

PMDC 
Consultant 

- 5th time: 15-
17 June 2020 

 

Monitoring environmental air quality and surface water 
quality during construction for the first half of 2020 (5th 
time). 

- 14 locations for air quality and noise: Temperature, 
speed and wind direction, SO2, NO2, TPS, PM10, 
PM2.5, Pb, noise and vibration. 

- 13 locations for surface water quality: TSS, DO, NH4
+, 

Nitrite (NO2
-), Nitrate (NO3), PO4, Fe, Zn, total fat, 

coliform 

For QI/2020, monitoring has not been implemented due 
to the outbreak of Covid19 virus. 

 

EMC: Lao Cai 
Center for 

Environment 
and Natural 
Resources 
Monitoring 

 

 

Ha Tinh 

 

 

TIIG-
VIE-
W03 

 No environmental compliance monitoring be 
implemented in QI 2020 due to the outbreak of Covid19 
virus. The construction work has been completed in the 
end of March 2020 

 

5th time – 
environmental 

quality 
monitoring in 
the operation 

phase: 

14-16 May 
2020) 

 

Monitoring environmental air quality and surface water 
quality for the operation phase of the subproject (5th time). 

- 8 locations for air quality and noise: Temperature, wind 
speed, wind direction, SO2, NO2, TSP, PM10, PM2,5, Pb, 
noise and vibration. 

- 5 locations for surface water quality: pH, BOD5, COD, 
DO, TSS, Nitrite, Nitrate, NH4

+, PO4
- 3, Fe, chloride, total 

oil & grease, Coliform and E. coli 

 

EMC: Ha Tinh 
Center for 

Environmental 
Monitoring and 

Techniques 

 

 

 

 

TIIG-
VIE-
W08 

 No environmental compliance monitoring be implemented 
in QI 2020 due to the outbreak of Covid19 virus. The 
construction work has been completed in the end of 
March 2020 

 

 

 

5th time – 
environmental 

quality 

Monitoring environmental air quality and surface water 
quality for the operation phase of the subproject (5th time). 

- 05 locations for air quality and noise: Temperature, 

 

EMC: Ha Tinh 
Center for 
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Provin
ce/ 
Subpr
oject 

Monitoring 
Date 

Parameters 
Responsibilit

y 

monitoring in 
the operation 

phase: 

14-16 May 
2020) 

wind speed, wind direction, SO2, NO2, TSP, PM10, PM2,5, 
Pb, noise and vibration. 

- 03 locations for surface water quality: pH, BOD5, COD, 
DO, TSS, Nitrite, Nitrate, NH4

+, PO4
- 3, Fe, chloride, total 

oil & grease, Coliform and E. coli 

Environmental 
Monitoring and 

Techniques 

 

 

Kien Giang 

TIIG-
VIE-
W5A 

- 6th time: 1 
June 2020 

Monitoring the compliance with EMP/CEMP for the first 
half of 2020 (6th time) 

PMDC 
Consultant 

 

- 6th time: 4-7 
June 2020 

Monitoring environmental air quality and surface water 
quality during construction for the first half of 2020 (6th 
time). 

- 05 locations for air quality and noise: Temperature, 
wind speed, wind direction, SO2, NO2, TSP, PM10, PM2,5, 
Pb, noise and vibration. 

- 03 locations for surface water quality: pH, BOD5, COD, 
DO, TSS, Nitrite, Nitrate, NH4

+, PO4-3, iron, chloride, total 
oil & grease, Coliform and E. coli 

EMC: Institute 
of 

Transportation 
and 

Technology 

 

 

TIIG-
VIE-
W5B 

- 6th time: 1 
June 2020 

Monitoring the compliance with EMP/CEMP for the first 
half of 2020 (6th time) 

 

PMDC 
Consultant 

 

- 6th time: 4-7 
June 2020 

Monitoring environmental air quality and surface water 
quality during construction for the first half of 2020 (6th 
time). 

- 06 locations for air quality and noise: Temperature, 
wind speed, wind direction, SO2, NO2, TSP, PM10, PM2,5, 
Pb, noise and vibration. 

- 02 locations for surface water quality: pH, BOD5, COD, 
DO, TSS, Nitrite, Nitrate, NH4

+, PO4-3, iron, chloride, total 
oil & grease, Coliform and E. coli 

EMC: Institute 
of 

Transportation 
and 

Technology 

 
 
C. Environmental compliance monitoring during the report period 

21. In general, the contractors have complied with environmental protection regulations and 
implemented proper mitigation measures as stated in the subproject EMPs. During the 
monitoring period, there was environmental issue related to temporary block the water 
flow of a canal in Phu Tu Environmental Improvement subproject of Kien Giang. 
Common mitigation measures have been implemented for all under construction sites of 
all subprojects during the monitoring period. Some specifications are illustrated as 
follows: 

EMP - Worker camps: Locate worker camps away from human settlements 

Worker camp has been installed properly in Hon Phu Tu construction area of 
TIIG-VIE-W05A. The camp has located away from human settlements, 
separated with fences and warning sign boards installed to avoid people from 
outside enter the construction area. 
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Figure VI-1. Site camps of TIIG-VIE-W05A located far from residential area 

and material covered by tarpaulin 

EMP - Implement worker and public safety sub-plan: Appropriate safety 
clothing and footwear should be mandatory for all construction workers 

Contractors of all subprojects have equipped workers with proper protective 
gears. Most of the workers wear protective gear properly during their work at 
the site. While working at the height of more than 1m to the ground, workers 
have been equipped with harness to ensure the work safety. 

  

  
 Figure VI-2. Worker with proper protective gears, and using harness 

while working on the roof of TIIG-VIE-W06 

EMP - Public health and safety: Sufficient signage and information 
disclosure, and site supervisors was placed at all sites. 

Project information board has been installed for the construction sites as well 
as the safety/warning sign boards. Figure VI-3 shows the information board 
on the close of Da Dung Tourism site due to the construction work. The 
board has been installed at the entrance and inform the tourist before they 
get into the site.  
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Figure VI-3. Information board of Da Dung Tourism site close at  
TIIG-VIE-W05B 

 

22. Some issues of non-compliance in mitigation measures implementation are still happen 
in certain situation. At the construction site of TIIG-VIE-W05B, there are still manholes 
without cover and unsettled construction area, increase risk of accident for local people 
and worker. This issue is illustrated in Figure VI-4 below.  

  
 Figure VI-4. Manhole with and without cover at 

  TIIG-VIE-W05B construction site 

23. Site clean-up has not been implemented properly in Suoi Bua bridge construction site of 
Muong Phang Access Road subproject. Even the bridge construction has been completed 
and vehicle could travel on the bridge without any problem, the wasted material is still 
scattered in the stream and the site has not been cleaned up properly.  
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Figure VI-5. Site clean-up has not been completed in TIIG-VIE-W01 
 

24. Environmental issue in Phu Tu environmental improvement subproject - TIIG-VIE-W05A: 
The contractor filled up a cross section of local drainage canal for the culvert construction, 
block the water flow and the movement of fish and other aquatic species. It could also 
create stagnant water and living environment for the waterborne disease vectors.  As the 
construction work has not started at the same time, when the Consultant visit the site, the 
canal has been blocked for several days. 

 
Figure VI-6. Construction material fill up and block the water flow of drainage canal 

 
Implementation of COVID 19 H&S risks management plans 
 

25. Under the guidance of the CPU, PIUs and the local government, the contractors of under 
construction subprojects including W01, W02, W05A, W05B, and W06 have provided 
information on Covid19 disease outbreak and prevention method to the workers. The 
workers were also equipped with medical masks for using at the construction site and body 
temperature check was implemented. However, the contractor usually installed only one 
hand-washing station per construction site, and it is insufficient for the workers to wash 
their hand frequently follow the plans.    
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D. Environmental effects monitoring during the report period. 

26. Environmental quality monitoring of the construction phase has been implemented for 2 
subprojects in Dien Bien, 2 subprojects in Kien Giang and Ta Phin – Ban Khoang Road 
subproject in Lao Cai. For TIIG-VIE-07 Lao Cai Cultural Exchange and Tourist Information 
Center, as the construction work has been completed in 2019, the monitoring time in QIV  
2019 has been considered as the monitoring time for operation phase. The 5th monitoring 
time for two subprojects in Ha Tinh in May 2020 is also the monitoring time for operation 
phase as these two subprojects have been completed. The Environmental effects 
monitoring results are shown as follow: 

27.  TIIG-VIE-W02 Ta Phin - Ban Khoang Access Road Improvement subproject. The 
monitoring results of the 5th time, from 15 – 17 June 2020, is showed as follow: The results 
of air environment analysis at 14 monitoring locations showed that, despite of the 
construction work along the road, the ambient air quality of the area is quite good.  

28. The results of surface water quality monitoring with 15 indicators: pH, TSS, DO, COD, 
BOD, NH4

+, Nitrite (NO2
-), Nitrate (NO3

-), PO4, Fe, Zn, Oil and grease, Coliform, E.coli is 
also showed that in general construction activities did not have any significant impacts on 
the water quality. Most of the value is lower than allowed limit of QCVN 08-MT: 2015-
BTNMT. Nitrite indicator shows exceed value in 11/13 monitoring locations, especially the 
location in Sapa 1 bridge construction site with the value 20 times higher than the allowed 
level of QCVN 08-MT: 2015-BTNMT (See Appendix 1 for detail result). The high level of 
nitrite shows that the subproject area has potential polluted with fertilizer from farming 
activities and salmon breeding farm. The contractor should pay attention on the issue of 
wastewater from worker camp to ensure no wastewater from worker camp will be 
discharged directly to the streams in the subproject area. 

29. TIIG-VIE-W03 Huong Tich Environmental Improvement subproject. The testing result 
for ambient air quality in May 2020 has shown that the total suspended particles (TSP) has 
reduce significantly in compare with monitoring times during construction period. The value 
is within the allowed level of QCVN 05-MT: 2013-BTNMT and similar to the level of TSP in 
the baseline study. It can be seen that after the construction activities completed, the 
impacts on the air quality of the area have finished and the ambient air quality of the area 
has restored back to the normal condition. The result is presented by the figure VI-7 below. 

 

Figure VI-7. TSP parameter after the construction of TIIG-VIE-W03 been completed 
Note: Limited value: QCVN 05:2013/BTNMT (National technical regulation on ambient air quality). The 

monitoring result in May 2020 is similar with the monitoring result of the Baseline study. 

30. The result of surface water quality monitoring has showed that the construction activities 
did not have any significant impacts on the water quality of Nha Duong Lake and Cu Lay 
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Lake. All of the value is lower than allowed limit of QCVN 08-MT: 2015-BTNMT and the 
different between current value and baseline environmental quality value are negligible. 
Even for M7 location, where people still using water for domestic water supply, all the 
parameters are still within allowed level of A1 Column – good for domestic water supply 
after appropriate treatment. 

31. TIIG-VIE-W08 Nguyen Du Tourism Zone Environmental Improvement subproject. The 
testing result for ambient air quality has shown that all the values are still within the allowed 
level of QCVN 05-MT: 2013-BTNMT and still have a decrease trend in comparison with the 
monitoring result during construction phase. It could be explained by the increasing traffic 
at the main access road of the Tourism Zone as the road upgradation has been completed 
(from another project). The TSP parameter is presented by the Figure VI-8 below: 

 

Figure VI-8. TSP value when construction activity of TIIG-VIE-W08 has been completed 
Note: Limited value: QCVN 05:2013/BTNMT (National technical regulation on ambient air quality) 

32. The results of surface water quality analysis for all of the environmental indicators are 
within the allowable limit according to QCVN 08-MT: 2015/BTNMT - National technical 
regulation on surface water quality. The total suspended solid (TSS) parameter has 
decreased in compare with to the previous monitoring period and in the allowed level at 
NM2 – Hoi Trang location. The Fe indicator of all monitoring times is showed in the Figure 
VI-9 below: 

 

 

Figure VI-9. Fe parameter of 7 times monitoring of TIIG-VIE-W08 
 

33. TIIG-VIE-W01 Muong Phang Access Road Improvement subproject. The testing result 
for ambient air quality of 11 monitoring locations are not so much different with the previous 
monitoring results and they are all within the allowed level of QCVN 05-MT: 2013-BTNMT. 
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For surface water quality, the TSS at NM1; NM3; and NM4 is higher than permitted level of 
column B1 - QCVN 08-MT:2015/BTNMT. The reason for the high value of TSS content is 
that the monitoring period was implemented in rainy season and all the streams in the 
subproject area was affected by high TSS content. 

34. For other 3 subprojects (W05A; W05B; and W06) the testing results for ambient air quality 
and surface water quality of this monitoring period show that all parameters are within the 
allowed level of relevant QCVN. The testing results of W05B and W06 are not much 
different from the previous monitoring results in December 2019. 

E. The result of environmental compliance monitoring 

35. The general environmental compliance monitoring of all construction subprojects is show in 
Table 9 below 

 
Table 9. Result from the environmental monitoring of compliance with the EMP of 5 

under construction subprojects 

Impact Factor/ 
Stage 

Potential 
Impacts 

and/or Issues 

Mitigation Measures defined in the 
EMP 

Implementation status 
and compliance with EMP 

Pre-
construction 
Phase 

   

1. Biding and 
Constructio
n 
Preparation 

Bidding 
documents 
and 
contractors’ 
qualifications 

• Environmental section be included in 
the TOR for bidders. 

• Environmental clauses for 
contractors in reference to the EMP 
and monitoring plan be included in 
the construction and supply 
contracts. 

 

Environmental section 
was included in TOR for 
bidders; environmental 
clauses were included in 
contracts) of all 
subprojects. 
 
➔ Complied with 

Construction 
Phase 

   

2. Worker 
camps 

Pollution and 
social 
problems 

• Locate worker camps away from 
human settlements. 

• Ensure adequate housing and waste 
disposal facilities including pit 
latrines and garbage cans. 

• A solid waste collection program 
must be established and 
implemented that maintains a clean 
worker camp 

• Locate separate pit latrines for male 
and female workers away from 
worker living and eating areas. 

• A clean-out or infill schedule for pit 
latrines must be established and 
implemented to ensure working 
latrines are available at all times.  

• Worker camps must have adequate 
drainage. 

• Local food should be provided to 
worker camps. Guns and weapons 
not allowed in camps. 

• Transient workers should not be 
allowed to interact with the local 
community. HIV Aids education 
should be given to workers. 

Worker camps have 
located away from local 
residential area and 
equipped with suitable 
hygienic tools, fully 
complying with the 
measures defined in the 
EMP. 
 
➔ Complied with 

3.   Implement 
constructio
n materials 

Pollution, 
injury, 
increased 

 

• Selected pits and quarries have 
been identified during detail design 

Mitigation measures for 
traffic disruption and 
safety are implemented 
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Impact Factor/ 
Stage 

Potential 
Impacts 

and/or Issues 

Mitigation Measures defined in the 
EMP 

Implementation status 
and compliance with EMP 

acquisition, 
transport, 
and 
storage 
sub-plan 

 

traffic, 
disrupted 
access 

• Define & schedule how materials are 
transported and handled & stored at 
sites. 

• Define and schedule how fabricated 
materials such as steel, wood 
structures, and scaffolding will be 
transported and handled. 

• All aggregate loads on trucks will be 
covered.  

along the subproject road 
in Lao Cai, Dien Bien and 
material stockpiles in all 5 
under construction 
subprojects, fully 
complying with the 
measures defined in the 
EMP. 
 
➔ Complied with 

4.   Implement 
spoil 
manageme
nt sub-plan 

Generation of 
solid waste 
materials from 
construction 
activities and 
domestic 
waste from 
worker’s 
quarters that 
require proper 
disposal 

• Uncontaminated spoil to be disposed 
of in proper disposal sites identified 
during detail design. The disposal 
site is remote from local waterways 

• Spoil must not be disposed of on 
sloped land, near cultural property or 
values, ecologically important areas, 
or on/near any other culturally or 
ecologically sensitive feature.   

• Limit the areas to be excavated to 
those that can be effectively 
managed and protected.  

• Topsoil is removed and stored in 
separate heaps that are located in 
stable areas for later re-use for site 
rehabilitation.  

• Excavated material is sorted and 
stored as either competent (able to 
be reused) or incompetent (to be 
disposed of) materials. 

• Materials are not to be 
disposed/stockpiled less than 20 
meters from watercourses. 

• Side casting of materials is not to be 
undertaken especially during the wet 
season. 

• At completion of works, the disposal 
areas are to be re-top-soiled and re-
vegetated 

• Temporary holding area for 
construction waste materials shall be 
designated by contractor before 
construction commencement 

• Recyclable materials (such as 
cement sacks, plastic bags) should 
be recovered and sold to recyclers 
or hauled out of the site by the 
Contractor.   

• Avoid hauling during peak hours 
(7h30-8h30; 11h30-12h30; 16h30-
17h30); 

• Immediately undertake cleanup of 
area where materials are spilled 
from trucks. 

• Before treatment or disposal 
contaminated spoil must be covered 
with plastic and isolated from all 
human activity.  

Mitigation measures for 
solid waste materials and 
domestic waste are 
implemented for 5 under 
construction subprojects 
 
➔ Complied with 

5.   Implement Soil • Ensure vehicles and construction Mitigation measures for 
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Impact Factor/ 
Stage 

Potential 
Impacts 

and/or Issues 

Mitigation Measures defined in the 
EMP 

Implementation status 
and compliance with EMP 

solid and 
liquid 
construction 
waste sub-
plan 

contamination 
due to 
leakage of oil, 
other 
petroleum 
products, and 
chemical 
additives to 
concrete 

equipment are regularly maintained 
and always in good working 
condition by following the 
manufacturer’s manual; 

• Construction sites should have large 
garbage bins. 

• A schedule of solid and liquid waste 
pickup and disposal must be 
established and followed that 
ensures construction sites are as 
clean as possible. 

• Solid waste should be separated, 
and recyclables sold to buyers in 
community.   
Hazardous Waste 

• Collection, storage, transport, and 
disposal of hazardous waste such as 
used oils, gasoline, paint, and other 
toxics must follow GoV regulations 
(Circular 36/2015/BTNMT). 

• Wastes should be separated (e.g., 
hydrocarbons, batteries, paints, 
organic solvents) 

• Wastes must be stored above 
ground in closed, well-labeled, 
ventilated plastic bins in good 
condition well away from 
construction activity areas, all 
surface water, water supplies, and 
cultural and ecological sensitive 
receptors.  

• All spills must be cleaned up 
completely with all contaminated soil 
removed and handled with by 
contaminated spoil sub-plan. 

• Engage a government licensed 
service provider to collect, store 
(appropriate sealed containers) and 
dispose used oil and waste 
petroleum products and cleaning 
materials (used to clean construction 
equipment and facilities). 

waste and hazardous 
waste are implemented for 
5 under construction 
subprojects. The amount 
of hazardous waste is 
very little as the 
construction works are not 
complicated and number 
of machines mobilized at 
size is not large, fully 
complying with the 
measures defined in the 
EMP. 
 
➔ Complied with 

6.   Implement 
noise and 
dust sub-
plan 

Dust 
Noise 

• Regularly apply wetting agents to 
exposed soil and construction roads. 

• Cover or keep moist all stockpiles of 
construction aggregates, and all 
truckloads of aggregates. 

• Minimize time that excavations and 
exposed soil are left open/exposed. 
Backfill immediately after work 
completed. 

• As much as possible restrict working 
time between 07:00 and 17:00. 
Noise levels will be regularly 
measured to ensure the 
effectiveness of mitigation 
measures.  

• Construction activities will be carried 
out between 5 am to 8 pm only to 

Measures for the 
generation of noise and 
dust are implemented at 
all construction sites. 
 
➔ Complied with  
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Impact Factor/ 
Stage 

Potential 
Impacts 

and/or Issues 

Mitigation Measures defined in the 
EMP 

Implementation status 
and compliance with EMP 

avoid disturbance to nearby 
communities at night. Only in 
extreme instances will work beyond 
these hours be allowed. 

• Noise barriers such as earth mounds 
or walls of wood, metal that form a 
solid obstacle between the road and 
roadside community will be used, 
especially in the schools and 
hospitals.  

• Check licenses required by 
Vietnamese regulations for each 
type of vehicles and undertake a 
regular vehicle maintenance and 
repair program will be implemented 
follow strictly manufacturer manuals. 

• Proper information and notification of 
the concerned local government unit 
will be conducted to prevent 
disturbance and nuisance to nearby 
settlement areas 

• Regularly inform the communities 
about construction schedules by 
inviting their representatives to the 
regular meetings, as well as using 
communication means such as 
telephone, loudspeakers, letter or 
information materials posted at the 
CPC bulletin boards. 

7.   Implement 
tree and 
vegetation 
removal, 
and site 
restoration 
sub-plan 

Damage or 
loss of trees, 
vegetation, 
and 
landscape 

• Restrict tree and vegetation removal 
to strict road/track RoW area. 

• Prevent tree removals and install 
protective physical barriers around 
trees that do not need to be 
removed.  

• All areas to be re-vegetated and 
landscaped after construction 
completed. 

Some section of Muong 
Phang Road in Dien Bien 
goes through the 
protection forest. Some 
trees have been fallen 
down due to road 
excavation. The 
subproject is still wait for 
the new agreement with 
Forest Protection 
Department of Dien Bien 
DARD before continue 
construction. 
➔ Partly complied 

8.   Implement 
erosion 
control sub-
plan 

Landslide and 
heavy erosion 

• Berms, and plastic sheet fencing 
should be placed around all 
excavations and earthwork areas.  

• Earthworks should be conducted 
during dry periods. 

• Maintain a stockpile of topsoil for 
immediate site restoration following 
backfilling. 

• Protect exposed or cut slopes with 
planted vegetation and have a slope 
stabilization protocol ready. 

• Re-vegetate all soil exposure areas 
immediately after work completed. 

Mitigation measures have 
been implemented at all 
construction sites, fully 
complying with the 
measures defined in the 
EMP. 
 
➔ Complied with 

9.   Implement 
worker and 
public 

Risks to the 
public or 
construction 

• Proper fencing, protective barriers, 
and buffer zones should be provided 
around all construction sites.  

Mitigation measures have 
been implemented at all 
construction sites 
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Impact Factor/ 
Stage 

Potential 
Impacts 

and/or Issues 

Mitigation Measures defined in the 
EMP 

Implementation status 
and compliance with EMP 

safety sub-
plan 

workers’ 
health and 
safe 

• Sufficient signage and information 
disclosure, and site supervisors and 
night guards should be placed at all 
sites. 

• Worker and public safety guidelines 
GoV should be followed (DoLISA 
regulations & guidelines). 

• Population near possible blast areas 
(e.g., track to Ban Khoang) should 
be notified 24 hrs ahead and 
evacuated well before operation.  
Accepted GoV blast procedures and 
safety measures implemented. 

• Speed limits suitable for the size and 
type of construction vehicles, and 
current traffic patterns should be 
developed, posted, and enforced on 
all roads used by construction 
vehicles.  

• Standing water suitable for disease 
vector breeding should be filled in. 

• Worker education and awareness 
seminars for construction hazards 
should be given at beginning of 
construction phase, and at ideal 
frequency of monthly. A construction 
site safety program should be 
developed and distributed to 
workers.  

• Appropriate safety clothing and 
footwear should be mandatory for all 
construction workers. 

• Adequate medical services must be 
on site or nearby all construction 
sites. 

• Drinking water must be provided at 
all construction sites. 

• Sufficient lighting is used during 
necessary night work. 

• All construction sites should be 
examined daily to ensure unsafe 
conditions are removed.   

however, some manholes 
in W05B have not been 
covered, create risk of 
accident for construction 
workers 
 
➔ Partly complied with  
 
 

10.  Civil works 

Degradation 
of water 
quality & 
aquatic 
resources; 
Degradation 
of terrestrial 
resources 

• Protective coffer dams, berms, 
plastic sheet fencing, or silt curtains 
should be placed between all 
earthworks and surface waters.  

• Erosion channels must be built 
around aggregate stockpile areas to 
contain rain-induced erosion. 

• Earthworks should be conducted 
during dry periods. 

• All construction fluids such as oils, 
and fuels should be stored and 
handled well away from surface 
waters  

• No waste of any kind is to be thrown 
in surface waters 

• No washing or repair of machinery 
near surface waters.  

Mitigation measures have 
been implemented at all 
construction sites, 
complying with the 
measures defined in the 
EMP except one canal 
was blocked for the 
construction of culvert in 
W05A subproject. 
 
➔ Partly complied with 
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Impact Factor/ 
Stage 

Potential 
Impacts 

and/or Issues 

Mitigation Measures defined in the 
EMP 

Implementation status 
and compliance with EMP 

• Pit latrines to be located well away 
from surface waters  

• No unnecessary earthworks in or 
adjacent to water courses. 

• No aggregate mining from rivers, or 
lakes. 

• All irrigation canals and channels to 
be protected the same way as rivers, 
streams, and lakes 

• All construction sites should be 
located away forested or all 
plantation areas as much as 
possible. 

• No unnecessary cutting of trees in 
plantation.  

• All construction fluids such as oils, 
and fuels should be stored and 
handled well away from forested and 
plantation areas.  

• No waste of any kind is to be 
discarded on land or in forests  

11. Implement 
constructio
n and 
urban 
traffic sub-
plan 

Vehicular 
traffic 
congestion, 
increase risk 
for traffic 
accidents and 
restricted 
accessibility to 
private 
properties, 
factories 
along the 
upgraded 
road 
 

• Schedule construction vehicle 
activity during light traffic periods.   
Create adequate traffic detours, and 
sufficient signage & warning lights.   

• Post speed limits and create 
dedicated construction vehicle roads 
or lanes. 

• Inform community of location of 
construction traffic areas and provide 
them with directions on how to best 
co-exist with construction vehicles 
on their roads.  

• Demarcate additional locations 
where pedestrians can develop road 
crossings away from construction 
areas. 

• Increase road and walkway lighting.   

Mitigation measures have 
been implemented at all 
construction sites, fully 
complying with the 
measures defined in the 
EMP. 
 
➔ Complied with 

12. Implement 
construction 
drainage 
sub-plan 

Impacts by 
flooding and 
disruption of 
irrigation 
system 
 

• Provide adequate short-term 
drainage away from construction 
sites to prevent ponding and 
flooding.  

• Manage to not allow borrow pits and 
quarries to fill with water.  

• Pump periodically to land infiltration 
or nearby watercourses. 

• Install temporary storm drains or 
ditches for construction sites  

• Ensure connections among surface 
waters (ponds, streams) are 
maintained or enhanced to sustain 
existing storm water storage 
capacity. 

•  Protect surface waters from silt and 
eroded soil. 

Mitigation measures have 
been implemented at all 
construction sites for TIIG-
VIE-W01 and TIIG-VIE-
W02. Fully complying with 
the measures defined in 
the EMPs of TIIG-VIE-
W01 and TIIG-VIE-W02. 
One canal was blocked in 
W05A subproject, not 
ensure the connection of 
the water. 
 
➔ Partly complied with 

13. Civil works & 

chance finds 
sub-plan 

Damage to 
cultural 
property or 
values, and 

• As per detailed designs all civil 
works should be located away from 
all cultural property and values. 
DCST identified potential sites and 

Chance finds procedures 
have integrated in 
subproject EMPs, 
especially for TIIG-VIE-
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Impact Factor/ 
Stage 

Potential 
Impacts 

and/or Issues 

Mitigation Measures defined in the 
EMP 

Implementation status 
and compliance with EMP 

chance finds types of PCR in pre-construction 
phase. 

• Contractors should anticipate 
chance finds of valued relics and 
cultural values. Site supervisors 
should be on the watch for finds. 

• Upon a chance find all work stops 
immediately, find left untouched, and 
PIU notified to determine if find is 
valuable. Culture section of DCST 
notified by telephone if valuable. 

• Work at find site will remain stopped 
until DCST allows work to continue. 

W03 and TIIG-VIE-W08, 
as the construction sites 
are historical heritage 
places. 
Mitigation measures have 
been implemented follow 
the EMP 
➔ Complied with 

 
 

VII. PUBLIC CONSULTATION, GRIEVANCE REDRESS MECHANISM 

Public consultation 

36. A public consultation meeting has been held in the preparation phase of 08 subprojects. 
The information disseminated during public consultation included: (i) background of TIIG 
Project and the subproject; (ii) basic information related to ADB and the Government 
requirement for environmental protection and management; (iii) potential impacts during 
subproject implementation and mitigation measures and (iv) the grievance redress 
mechanism. 

37. During the preparation of the subproject, information is disseminated to local people on the 
scope of the subproject, and environmental and social impacts. Negative impacts of an 
environmental or social nature, or resettlement impacts, may occur during the construction 
and operational phases. Any comments/ suggestions of local people will be solved quickly, 
transparently in accordance with protected the law, particularly for people affected by the 
subproject. This grievance redress mechanism is classified by level and responsibilities of 
involved parties. 

38. Prior to beginning construction, contractors conducted consultations with the local 
communities to familiarize them with the work to be done, the predicted impacts, and the 
mitigation measures to be used. The contractors have also met with local communities 
regularly, to provide and receive the latest information. 

39. Dissemination of relevant information about the subprojects and their potential impacts will 
help stakeholders to understand the impacts, risks and opportunities of the subprojects. 
IEEs of the subprojects were approved in 2017 and posted on ADB’s website. At the stage 
of construction, the CEMP has been disclosed in the communities that belong to the 08 
subprojects. The contractors provided local community information on upcoming 
construction related activities and issues related to safety. During the monitoring period, 
information dissemination has been conducted for all under construction subprojects 

40. The environmental monitoring reports and laboratory results will be provided to local 
government (e.g., people’s committee at the commune levels). All the SEMRs, including 
SEMR for July – December 2019 period, were translated into Vietnamese and submitted to 
PCU then to 4 PIUs. PIU is responsible for providing information in the report to CPCs in 
the subproject area. 

41. The Consultant has randomly interview people who living near the construction sites of the 
under-construction subprojects. Ms. Ly – the owner of a small shop that selling souvenirs 
for tourist in Phu Tu Tourism Site - said that she must close her shop due to the 
construction work and she prefer the subproject will be finish soon so she could resume her 
business.  
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42. Ms. Cam Thi Thom – Co Thon village, Pa Khoang commune in Muong Phang Access Road 
subproject has also showed her support to the subproject construction. The negative 
impacts like high dust concentration, noise from construction equipment were not 
significant and in a short period of time (within two weeks) as the contractor constructed 
section by section. 

Grievance Redress Status  

43. The grievance redress mechanism of the project has been disclosed at the relevant 
communities of the subprojects, together with the uEMPs and the CEMPs. Affected 
peoples have complained via the GRM of the project, for instance W01 – Muong Phang 
Road subproject, local people in Ke Nenh village has complained in verbal way to the 
Deputy Chairman of Ta Leng CPC on the issue of surplus soil disposal into the irrigation 
water and impact on their rice field. Deputy Chairman of Ta Leng CPC has forwarded the 
complains to Dien Bien PIU. Dien Bien PIU has worked with the construction contractor of 
W01 subproject to stop disposal activities and compensate for the affected people by the 
end of 2019. Affected people has satisfied with the compensation and no more complain in 
this issue have been recognized in 2020. However, the documentation of complains were 
not implemented by the PIUs as all the complainants were verbal.  
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VIII. KEY ENVIRONMENTAL ISSUES 

A. Review the implementation of corrective actions from previous report 

Table 10. The status of Implementation of CAP to address environmental found in the ADB 
Missions June 2020  
 

No Key issues Corrective actions Status of 
implementation of the 

actions 

Follow up pending 
issues 

PCU  

1 Semi-annual 
Environmental 
Monitoring Report 
Jan-Jul 2020 

PCU to submit to ADB for 
review and disclosure by 
30 June 2020 

Draft report has been 
submitted to ADB by 23 
July 2020 

 

Construction Supervision Consultant (CSC)  

CSC of Lao Cai and Kien Giang   

2 EMP 
Implementation 
Performance 

CSC of Lao Cai and Kien 
Giang to improve EMP 
Implementation 
performance from 25 May 
2020 onward 

PMDC Consultant has 
discussed with 3 CSCs of 
Lao Cai and Kien Giang on 
EMP implementation to 
improve the performance. 

 

Contractors  

Contractor of TIIG-VIE-W05B Da Dung Cave Access Improvement  

3 Safeguard fences, 
sign boards 

PIU collaborate with Da 
Dung Tourism Site 
Management Board and 
local authorities to install 
barrier, warning sign board 
to prevent access and 
restore the illegal soil 
exploitation site by 20 June 
2020. 

No information from Kien 
Giang PIU on 20 June 2020 

PMDC Consultant 
checks with PCU and 
Kien Giang PIU on 
fence installation again 
and report to ADB by 
end of July 2020 

Contractor of TIIG-VIE-W05A Phu Tu Environmental Improvement  

4 Safeguard fences, 
sign boards 

Install safeguard fences to 
isolate construction 
activities; install enough 
sign boards to warn people 
accessing the construction 
works by 15 June 2020 

Ongoing process PMDC Consultant 
check with PCU and 
Kien Giang PIU and 
report to ADB by end 
of July 2020 

Contractor of TIIG-VIE-W02 Ta Phin – Ban Khoang Access Road in Lao Cai 
Province 

 

5 Safeguard fence, 
warning sign, 
information board 

Install safeguard fence on 
the abyss side, install 
barriers and warning signs; 
inform local people about 
blasting time and install 
warning sign; conduct 
survey and compensating 
the cornfield impact by 
falling stone 

Ongoing process PMDC Consultant 
check with PCU and 
Lao Cai PIU and report 
to ADB by end of July 
2020 
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Table 11.  Status of CA to address environmental issues found in the last monitoring 
period of the second half of 2019  
 

No Key issues Corrective actions Status of implementation of the actions 

PCU 

Dien Bien PIU - TIIG-VIE-W01 Muong Phang Access Road Improvement  

1 Road sections cut 
through protection 
forest area  

The PMDC Consultant works closely 
with Dien Bien DARD, Forest 
Protection Department to finalize the 
route adjustment to avoid impact on 
the forest. Update the EMP and the 
CEMP of the subproject when the 
route adjustment complete.  

Up to 30 June 2020, the protection forest acquired 
area has not been approved yet. 

2 Surplus soil 
disposal at the 
upstream of 
irrigation water   

CSC and Dien Bien PIU work with 
the contractor to stop disposal 
activity and compensate adequately 
for the affected households in Ke 
Nenh village  

Disposal activity has stopped and CSC, Dien Bien 
PIU and the contractor has discussed with affected 
household on the compensation matter and 
agreement have been made in the end of 2019. No 
more complain has been raised in this issue from 
the affected people 

44. Based on the assessment mentioned in previous chapters, Key environmental outstanding 
issues identified during this monitoring period are presented in Table 12 with respective 
corrective actions, implementation responsibility and timeframe. 

 

Table 12.  Environmental key issues of the monitoring period and requested corrective 
actions 

 

No Key issues Corrective actions Status of 
implementation of the 

actions 

Follow up pending 
issues 

Dien Bien PIU - TIIG-VIE-W01 Muong Phang Access Road Improvement   

1 Land use change 
from Km 7 to Km 
13 

Obtain Primer Minister 
endorsement on changing 
land use purpose from 
forest land to transport land 

Submitted to MONRE. 
Waiting for MONRE for 
submitting the proposal to 
Prime Minister office.  

PMDC Consultant 
check with PCU and 
Dien Bien PIU and 
report to ADB by end 
of September 2020  

Contractors  

Contractor of TIIG-VIE-W05A Phu Tu Environmental Improvement  

2 Construction 
material of the 
culvert blocked 
canal flow 

Complete the construction 
of the culvert and ensure 
the flow of the canal. 
Check the status of canal 
bank 

Completed on 31 July 
2020. 

 

Kien Giang PIU and 
CSC of the subproject 
should monitor the site 
restoration work and 
report in the next 
SEMR 
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IX. CONCLUSION 

A. Overall Progress of Implementation of Environmental Management Measures 

45. Compliance with the Project’s Environmental Safeguards during the construction of all 
subprojects has been satisfactory. The building contractors have complied with the 
regulations on environment as required in EMP and IEE. The environmental monitoring and 
reporting system have been established to ensure the implementation of mitigation 
measured is qualified. 

 
B. Problems Identified and Actions Recommended  

46. CPU should collaborate with Dien Bien PIU to work with MONRE for the submission of land 
use change from Km7 to Km13. When it is officially approved, PMDC environmental 
consultant will update EMP accordingly with the revised subproject route. 

47. The contractors of Phu Tu Environmental Improvement subproject should check the area of 
culvert construction in Road No 7 to ensure the stabilization of the canal bank and . Kien 
Giang PIU and the CSC should monitor the process and ensure site restoration has been 
implemented and no construction material left that could block the flow of the canal. 

48. CSC of each subproject should submit the Environmental Monitoring report to relevant 
PIUs on monthly basis. Any environmental issues should be reported and corporate to 
solve the issue in time. 
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X. APPENDIXES 
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Appendix 1 – High nitrite concentration of water quality monitoring result at Sapa 1 
Bridge construction site - TIIG-VIE-W02 – Ta Phin-Ban Khoang Access Road 
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Appendix 2 – List of Environmental Quality Monitoring – Sampling points of 8 
subprojects 

 

No. Place Km 
Total number of 

samples 
Parameter 

TIIG-VIE-W01- Ambient air quality monitoring point - Muong Phang access road 
improvements 

  

KK01 
In front of Ta Leng CPC 

  
Km 0 + 745 

02 samples (night and 
day) taken 01 time 
before construction; 01 
time every 03 months 
during construction 

SO2, CO, O2, 
O3, TSP, 
PM10, PM2.5, 
Pb, noise, 
wind, 
temperature 
and vibration. 

  
KK02  

Hoa Mi kindergarten - 
Ke Nenh branch 

Km 3 + 466 As above 

KK03 Da stream Km 4 + 411 As above 

KK04 
Na Nghe - Pa Khoang 
junction 

Km 8 + 540 
As above 

KK05 
Keo village, Pa Khoang 
commune 

Km 13 + 418 
As above 

KK06 Milestone No.7 Km 14 + 577 
As above 

KK07 
In front of Primary 
school No.1 of Pa 
Khoang commune 

Km 15 + 552 
As above 

KK08 
In front of Vo Nguyen 
Giap secondary school 

Km 16 + 950 
As above 

KK09 End of route Km 17 + 975 As above 

TIIG-VIE-W01- Surface water sampling point - Muong Phang access road improvements 

NM01 Ke Nenh canal Km3 + 466 

01 sample before 
application; 01 sample 
every 03 months during 

construction 

pH, BOD5, 
COD, DO, 
TSS, NH4

+, 
O2, O3, PO4

- 

3, As, Cd, Pb, 
Cu, Zn, Mg, 
Hg, Fe, 
DDTS, Total 
Phenol, total 
Oil & grease, 
TOC, 
Coliform and 
E.Coli 

  

NM02  Da stream Km4 + 411 As above 

NM03 Na Nghe stream Km5 + 267 As above 

NM04 Na Nghe stream Km6 + 703 As above 

NM05 
Water pond near the 
quarry 

Km7 + 869 
As above 

NM06 Milestone No.7 Km 13 + 418 As above 

NM07 
Bua stream, bridge 
construction site 

Km 15 + 552 
As above 

NM08 Canal water (polluted) Km 16 + 229 As above 

TIIG-VIE-W02 - Surface water sampling point - Ta Phin- Ban Khoang access road improvement 

NM01 
Interchange with Sa Pa 
No.1 stream 

Km 0 + 867 
1 sample before 
application; 1 sample 
every 3 months during 

TSS, DO, 
NH4

+, Nitrite 
(NO2

-), 
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construction Nitrate 
(NO3), PO4, 
Fe, Zn, total 
fat, coliform 

NM02  
Sa Pa medical station - 
Sa Pa No.2 stream 

Pile 67 

(Km1 + 106.24) 

As above 

NM03 
Water slot of Sa Xeng 
village 

P48 piles 

(Km3 + 662.18) 

As above 

NM04 
Stream at the gate to Ta 
Phin commune center 

Pile 84 

(Km5 + 26.31) 

As above 

NM05 
Small stream, near Ta 
Phin commune health 
station 

Pile 4 

(Km5 + 503.87) 

As above 

NM06 Sa Xeng big stream 
Pile 15 

(Km5 + 696.32) 

As above 

NM07 
Water slot runs across 
the road 

22o24,38.45 N 

103o48,15.77 E 

Coordinates according 
to Google Earth (away 
from the NM08 100m 

toward Ta Phin) 

NM08 
Small stream which has 
position separated from 
the big road 

22o24,37.20 N 

103o48,18.08 E 

Coordinates in Google 
Earth 

NM09 
School site of Phin Ho 
village 

Pile 93 

(Km6 + 141.93) 
Delivered to streams 
close to the school 

As above 

NM10 
Bridge over a big stream 
in Can Ho A village 

Pile 69 (Km7 + 
968.14) Between the 
bridge 

As above 

NM11 

Water flow across the 
road in Phin Ho village, 
550m away from NM07 
towards Ta Phin 

X:2479959 

Y:0402537 

 

NM12 

Water flow across the 
road in Phin Ho village, 
1480m away from NM07 
towards Ta Phin 

X: 2478009 

Y: 0402945 

 

 

NM13 

Water flow across the 
road near salmon farm 
in Phin Ho village, 
1700m away from NM07 
towards Ta Phin 

X: 2479996 

Y:0403113 

 

TIIG-VIE-W02 - Ambient air quality monitoring point - Ta Phin- Ban Khoang access road 
improvement 

KK01  Starting point at Ta Phin 
Pile P1 (Km0 + 
22.32) 

02 samples (night and 
day) taken 1 time 

before construction; 1 
time every 3 months 

Temperature, 
speed and 
wind 
direction, 
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during construction SO2, NO2, 
TPS, PM10, 
PM2.5, Pb, 
noise and 
vibration. KK02 

In front of the People's 
Committee of Sa Pa 
commune 

  

Pile 11 (Km0 + 
123.32) 

  

As above 

KK03  
Interchange with Sa Pa 
No.1 stream 

Pile 51 (Km0 + 
862.71) 

As above 

KK04 
Fork road into Ta Phin 
Monastery 

Pile 73 (Km2 + 
863.46) 

As above 

KK05 
In front of Ta Phin 
secondary school gate 

Pile 33 (Km4 + 
67.26) 

As above 

KK06 
Sa Xeng junction - into 
Ta Phin village 

P70 Pile (Km5 + 
44.39) 

As above 

KK07 Ta Phin center junction 
Pile 100 (Km5 + 
403.77) 

As above 

KK08 
Small stream, near Ta 
Phin commune health 
station 

Pile 4 (Km5 + 
503.87) 

As above 

KK09 
School site of Phin Ho 
village 

Pile 93 (Km6 + 
141.93) Delivered 
with streams close 
to the school 

As above 

KK10 
Bridge over a big stream 
in Can Ho A village 

Pile 69 (Km7 + 
968.14) Between the 
bridge 

As above 

KK11 
End point at Ban 
Khoang 

D91 (Km8 + 653.93) 
As above 

KK12 
T-junction area, 335m 
Northwest of Sa Pa 
medical station  

X: 2474631 

Y: 0407804 

 

 KK13 
Lu Khau village area, 
near the quarry 

X: 2478030 

Y: 0405322 

 

KK14 
T-junction in Sa Xeng 
village (entrance to the 
quarry) 

X: 2478304 

Y: 0405827 

 

TIIG-VIE-W03 - Ambient air quality monitoring point - Huong Tich Pagoda Environmental 
Improvements 

KK01 

Entrance of main road 
and car parks 

  

N / A 

02 samples (night and 
day) taken 01 time 
before construction; 01 
time every 03 months 

Temperature, 
wind speed, 
wind 
direction, 
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during construction SO2, NO2, 
TSP, PM10, 
PM2,5, Pb, 
noise and 
vibration. 

  

KK02  
Entrance to the 
monument, reception 
area and square 

N / A As above 

KK03 
Golden well next to 
Golden stream 

N / A As above 

KK04 
Parking, turning the car 
area at the foot of the 
cable car 

N / A As above 

KK05 Area in Trung temple 

N / A As above 

KK06 
The high area in the 
main pagoda 

N / A As above 

KK07 
The planned tram 
station area  

Km 0 + 450 As above 

KK08 

Inside boat landing, 
intersection of 
pedestrian crossing 
around the lake - 
Temple gate 

N / A As above 

TIIG-VIE-W03 - Surface water sampling point - Huong Tich Pagoda Environmental Improvements 

NM01 
Nha Duong Lake, the 
main boat landing point 

N / A 

01 sample before 
application; 01 sample 
every 03 months during 
construction 

pH, BOD5, 
COD, DO, 
TSS, Nitrite, 
Nitrate, NH4

+, 
PO4

- 3, Fe, 
chloride, total 
oil & grease, 
Coliform and 
E. coli 

NM02  
Golden stream, Golden 
well area 

N / A As above 

NM03 
Downstream bridge into 
the cable car dock 

N / A As above 

NM04 

Trong boat landing, 
intersection of 
pedestrian crossing 
around the lake - 
Temple gate 

N / A As above 

NM05 
Water intake point of 
Khe Lay stream 

No background 
template 

01 sample every 03 
months during 
construction 

TIIG-VIE-W05A - Ambient air quality monitoring point - Phu tu Environmental Improvement   

KK01 

At the current parking 
area 

  

N / A 

02 samples (night and 
day) taken 01 time 
before construction; 01 
time every 03 months 

Temperature, 
wind speed, 
wind 
direction, 
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during construction SO2, NO2, 
TSP, PM10, 
PM2,5, Pb, 
noise and 
vibration. 

  

KK02  
Horizontal culvert - path 
number 7 

Km 1 + 500 As above 

KK03 
At Hai Son pagoda gate, 
in the tourist area 

N / A As above 

KK04 

Coastal walkway - 
construction area of 
piers, waiting houses, 
walkways, toilets 

N / A As above 

KK05 

End point of the road 
No. 7, Group 4, Hon 
Chong Hamlet, Binh An 
Commune 

N / A As above 

TIIG-VIE-W05A - Surface water sampling point - Phu tu Environmental Improvement 

NM01 
Artificial lake, near 7-
way entrance 

N / A 

01 sample before 
application; 01 sample 
every 03 months during 
construction 

pH, BOD 5, 
COD, DO, 
TSS, Nitrite, 
Nitrate, NH 4 
+, PO 4-3, iron, 
chloride, total 
oil & grease, 
Coliform and 
E. coli 

NM02  
Horizontal culvert - path 
number 7 

Km 1 + 500 As above 

NM03 
Beach construction area 
of piers, waiting houses, 
walkways, toilets 

N / A As above 

TIIG-VIE-W05B - Ambient air quality monitoring point - Da Dung cave access 

KK01 

The beginning of the 
construction route to 
path to the Scenic Area 

  

Km 0 + 00 

02 samples (night and 
day) taken 01 time 
before construction; 01 
time every 03 months 
during construction 

Temperature, 
wind speed, 
wind 
direction, 
SO2, NO2, 
TSP, PM10, 
PM2,5, Pb, 
noise and 
vibration. 

  

KK02  
Small pond at Xa Xia 
border guard station 

Km 0 + 420 As above 

KK03 
Foot of footpath leading 
to cave in ruins area  

N / A As above 

KK04 
Point near the end of 
the route 

Km 1 + 900 As above 

KK05 

Before the Military 
Command of My Duc 
Ward - Group 10, Thanh 
Dong Hamlet, My Duc 
Commune - along the 
expected material 
transportation route 

N / A As above 
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KK06 

In front of Tan Phat 
shop - Group 2, My Lo 
hamlet, My Duc 
commune - along the 
expected material 
transportation route 

N / A As above 

TIIG-VIE-W05B - Surface water sampling point - Da Dung cave access 

NM01 
Small pond at Xa Xia 
border guard station 

  

Km 0 + 420 

1 sample before 
application; 1 sample 
every 3 months during 
construction 

pH, BOD5, 
COD, DO, 
TSS, Nitrite, 
Nitrate, NH4

+, 
PO4

- 3, Fe, 
chloride, total 
oil & grease, 
Coliform and 
E. coli 

NM02  

Artificial lake near the 
foot of the footpath 
leading to the cave in 
the relic area 

N / A 

As above 

TIIG-VIE-W06 - Ambient air quality monitoring point - Dien Bien Phu Tourist Information and Cultural 
Exchange Center 

KK01 

Point K1 at the 
beginning of the land 
near the toilet of the Do 
Cat Tunnel in Thanh 
Truong Ward, Dien Bien 
Phu City 

N / A 
02 samples (night and 
day) taken 01 time 
before construction; 01 
time every 03 months 
during construction 

SO2, CO, O2, 
O3, TSP, 
PM10, PM2,5, 
Pb, noise, 
wind, 
temperature 
and vibration. 

  

KK02  

K6 point at the end of 
the land near Thanh 
Truong kindergarten 
project, Dien Bien Phu 
city 

N / A 

  

TIIG-VIE-W07 - Ambient air quality monitoring point - Lao Cai Cultural exchange and Tourist 
Information center 

KK01 
At the beginning of the 
land, before the gate of 
Block 9 

N / A 

02 samples (night and 
day) taken 1 time 
before construction; 1 
time every 3 months 
during construction 

Temperature, 
speed and 
wind 
direction, 
SO2, NO2, 
TPS, PM10, 
PM2.5, Pb, 
noise and 
vibration. 

KK02 
The end of the land, the 
opposite side of KK01 

N / A As above 

TIIG-VIE-W08 - Ambient air quality monitoring point - Nguyen Du Tourism Zone Environmental 
Improvements 

KK01 

Point of intersection 
Lane 14 - Nguyen Hanh 
Street - Southwest of 
subproject 

N / A 

02 samples (night and 
day) taken 1 time 
before construction; 1 
time every 3 months 
during construction 

Temperature, 
wind speed, 
wind 
direction, 
SO2, NO2, 
TSP, PM10, 
PM2,5, Pb, 
noise and 
vibration. 

KK02  

The back gate of the 
Memorial area - district 
road 4 - the Southeast 
of the subproject 

N / A As above 
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KK03 
In front of Cho Tru 
village - the center of 
the memorial area 

N / A As above   

KK04 

Near the main gate - 
sidewalk of Nguyen Du - 
Northeast road 
subproject 

N / A As above 

KK05 

Corner of Nguyen Du 
Street - Nguyen Hanh - 
Northwest of the 
subproject 

N / A As above 

TIIG-VIE-W08 - Surface water sampling point - Nguyen Du Tourism Zone Environmental 
Improvements 

NM01 

At the end of the main 
construction site, before 
the sewer discharge to 
the Hoi Trang stream 

  

01 sample before 
application; 01 sample 
every 03 months during 
construction 

pH, BOD 5, 
COD, DO, 
TSS, Nitrite, 
Nitrate, NH4

+, 
PO4

- 3, Fe, 
chloride, total 
oil & grease, 
Coliform and 
E. coli 

NM02  
 Hoi Trang stream, flow 
into Lam river 

  As above 

NM03 

The lake is behind the 
relic, near the gate of 
Tien Dien Cultural 
Village 

  As above 

 
 

 


